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CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT BILL 2021 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 12 May. 
MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [12.05 pm]: I rise on behalf of the opposition to 
make a contribution to the Conservation and Land Management Amendment Bill 2021. I note that just as with the 
Aquatic Resources Management Amendment Bill 2021, we have a very similar piece of legislation coming through 
the house, this time with a different minister. Similarly, there was a different minister in the debate on the aquatic bill. 
I cannot put a lot more on the record than has already been put into Hansard the last time we debated this legislation. 
I reiterate that we are not opposed to it. We have questions that we will ask and no doubt questions will be raised 
in the other place, because the previous bill did not go through the upper house the last time around. There will be 
some interrogation of some of the issues that we see coming to the fore through this bill. 
For the benefit of members who might be listening and who were not aware of it, this bill extends the ability that 
already exists for terrestrial reserves to be jointly vested with Aboriginal bodies corporate to also encompass some 
marine reserves. This is fairly topical in many of the electorates that we represent, where there are either planned 
or existing marine parks and existing groups of persons who use those areas. The interaction between the protection 
of the users and the joint vesting that will be given to Aboriginal persons is a matter of some interest to those 
people. The planning around the proposed Buccaneer Archipelago marine park, for instance, took place when this 
legislation was not enacted but actually took into account many of the sentiments that are reflected in this bill. 
Whether the Recherche Archipelago will be a marine park in the future is also the subject of discussion. Therefore, 
this legislation will be important to those persons. People are trying to understand what the term “culture and heritage 
of Aboriginal people” means and what impact it will have on special uses, existing uses or proposed new uses of 
some of those marine parks. We canvassed a lot of those issues in some depth in the last Parliament and that is on 
record in Hansard. I know that other members will want to the talk about that. However, when we discussed this 
matter it was clear to me that there was not a set definition to understand the implications of those new purposes, 
if you like, for the marine reserves. Marine parks have until now been set around the conservation of the natural 
environment and the protection of the flora and fauna in the reserve and the preservation of historical and scientific 
interests, but will now extend to include the protection and conservation of the culture and heritage of Aboriginal 
people. Practically, this may well mean that special purpose zones are developed to encompass and enable that 
culture and protection, but perhaps there may also be overarching values presented to a broad breadth of marine 
parks to reflect that particular purpose—the protection and conservation of the value of the marine parks and the 
culture and heritage of Aboriginal people. 
There is also interest about how those competing interests will be played out if many Aboriginal organisations in 
a particular area have little bits of interest in different parts of the marine park. Traditionally, most native title 
claims are based on land, and perhaps on some intertidal areas; until now, they have not extended into the marine 
environment. How will we determine which particular organisation will be able to be that joint vesting partner? 
One concern raised with us when we consulted on these issues with the fishing industry and other groups, such as 
tour operators, was the potential impact on their industries. Both the recreational and professional fishing industries 
have spin-offs to local communities, including economic development. Tour operations and other types of uses might 
also occur in the parks. I suppose that if we are talking about professional fishing, we are probably talking about 
both wild catch and farms. 
As we understand it, there are plans for the further vesting of other areas in marine parks. This will continue to be 
of interest to many coastal communities in Western Australia and many interest groups that are involved in those 
areas. We are interested in whether all existing uses will continue or whether those that are found to be incompatible 
will be grandfathered or excluded in certain areas; and, if so, what the effect of that exclusion will be. I understand 
that there are some ways that compensation can be given to commercial fishers—no doubt the minister will elaborate 
on those—for instance, if they lose part of their ground or livelihood because of a park. We would be interested to 
know what compensation or other arrangements might be in place for industries and users, as well as third parties 
such as tourist accommodation providers, tackle shops and other businesses that might be affected by a change that 
is enacted by this new legislation and the changes to the Conservation and Land Management Act. 
As I said previously, the former Liberal–National government introduced amendments in 2015 to allow similar 
sorts of joint vesting in the terrestrial environment. We understand how that works. It is a little harder to understand 
exactly how to apply the tests of heritage significance to the marine environment that are done in terrestrial areas, 
where there is probably an area that is known to be a sacred site or a birthing site or a songline on land that is easily 
defined. It will be interesting to work through some of the new ideas that might come forward as to how that can 
be reflected in the marine environment. Will the protection and conservation of the value of marine parks and the 
culture and heritage of Aboriginal people extend to archaeological sites under water—for instance, where Aboriginal 
people may have existed thousands of years ago when the continental shelf was exposed? That is a very interesting 
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topic. Many, many sites have been identified recently along those sorts of lines. Whether or not we are talking here 
about the historic culture or a developing culture, Aboriginal people today live a different life from the Aboriginal 
people who first came into contact with Europeans. As their culture and lives have evolved, how does that then 
play out with the idea of the culture and heritage of Aboriginal persons? Is it set at 1829 or some other time? As we 
have seen, Aboriginal people’s lives change and new groups come into areas. There has been a lot of disruption to 
what was their long-held culture prior to European settlement. 
As I said, the Nationals WA will not oppose the bill. However, because of those matters requiring clarification, 
we stop short of saying that we wholeheartedly support it at the moment. There are questions we would like to 
work through with the minister in both this house and the other place. I am not the lead spokesperson on this matter 
for the opposition, although I am in this chamber. The shadow Minister for Environment, Hon Tjorn Sibma, is in the 
other place and he will no doubt have many questions to ask as well. That chamber did not get through the same 
level of interrogation of the bill as we had in this place. I will conclude my contribution and allow other interested 
members to put forward their views on this matter. 
MS S.E. WINTON (Wanneroo — Parliamentary Secretary) [12.17 pm]: I am happy to make a contribution to 
debate on this important bill today. Although the Aquatic Resources Management Amendment Bill 2021 might 
not grab the spotlight in the mainstream as some other bills we debate, it is an important and powerful bill, and I am 
very happy to make a contribution. This bill will be an important addition to the Conservation and Land Management 
Amendment Act 2015, which enabled the joint vesting of certain terrestrial reserves, be they national parks, nature 
reserves or conservation parks, between the Conservation and Parks Commission and an Aboriginal body corporate. 
A proposed amendment in this bill will extend this joint vesting arrangement and enable marine reserves—that is, 
marine parks, marine nature reserves and marine management areas—to be jointly vested in the same way as 
national parks, nature reserves and conservation parks. This amendment will fulfil a 2017 election commitment of 
the McGowan Labor government and will continue the strong bipartisan support to improve the engagement of 
Aboriginal people in the management of conservation reserves. 
Joint vesting is a shared responsibility between the Conservation and Parks Commission and traditional owners 
over water, land, and land and water. It finally legalises and formally recognises traditional owners’ interests in 
country on a reserve title. In practical terms, these vesting provisions give Aboriginal traditional owners an equal role 
to that of the Conservation and Parks Commission in preparing the initial plan and every other proposed management 
plan. It provides Aboriginal traditional owners with an equal role in being consulted on the granting of licences 
and leases on jointly vested land and water. As the member for Moore said, importantly, the Conservation and 
Land Management Amendment Bill 2021 proposes to amend the reserve purpose of a marine park. Currently, the 
reservation purposes that exist are the proper conservation of the natural environment, the protection of flora and 
fauna, and the preservation of any features of archaeological, historical and scientific interest. This bill includes a very 
important fourth purpose; that is, the protection and conservation of the value of the marine park to the culture and 
heritage of Aboriginal persons as part of the reservation purpose, and that is so very, very important. It was good 
to hear from the member for Moore that the opposition plans to support this bill. It is important for new members 
to know that this bill passed this place with support in the last Parliament and we hope to get the same support this 
time around. In that regard, when I look back at the Hansard from the fortieth Parliament when we debated this 
bill, it was refreshing and encouraging that we were able to work together on an important bill such as this without 
politicising it. 
The COVID-19 pandemic has allowed us to reset lots of things in our lives, including the way we work. More and 
more people are allowed to work from home and they have realised that working from home is a positive for them in 
their working and home lives. We are also using technology in different and more positive ways. The COVID-19 
pandemic has meant that many more of us are looking to home, particularly WA, for our holiday plans. When 
I was talking to residents in my electorate, I found it quite extraordinary the number of people who, for the very 
first time, were contemplating or planning a trip with their family around Western Australia in a campervan rather 
than going to Bali. There is no doubt that more Western Australians are travelling around Western Australia than 
ever before. That is good for the economy and the local economies of regional areas, and it is very much getting 
us connected with our country. When we go on holiday, more and more we want to see Western Australia through 
the eyes of Aboriginal people. It is an interesting statistic, members, that about 82 per cent of visitors around WA 
want an Aboriginal cultural experience when they wander out yonder, yet only 26 per cent of people get one. It is 
a really important statistic. The bill will allow Aboriginal people to jointly manage our important marine and nature 
reserves around the state, and perhaps that will provide an opportunity for us to become more connected with 
Aboriginal people in Western Australia. 
I will talk a little bit about the McGowan Labor government’s Aboriginal ranger program, which was first launched 
in 2017 and is worth some $20 million. This highly successful program has been led by the Aboriginal community 
and Aboriginal organisations with support from the Parks and Wildlife Service at the Department of Biodiversity, 
Conservation and Attractions. Across the state, this program is helping Aboriginal organisations manage country 
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and protect the environment in partnership with the public and private sectors. Funding is available for jobs and 
for Aboriginal rangers’ training and community development. Interestingly, this program has been so successful 
that more than 28 Aboriginal organisations have shared funding for more than 35 ranger programs. In real terms, 
that means that more than 300 people have been employed—importantly, 53 per cent of those are women—and 
more than 290 training opportunities have been created. It has also leveraged nearly $11 million from partnerships 
with private sector organisations. It is very important that members make a link with that and the statistic that 
I mentioned before. Western Australians want a cultural and historical Aboriginal experience and the ranger 
program clearly is providing more opportunities for Western Australians to engage in that. 

Since the program commenced in 2017–18, it has continued to train and employ Aboriginal people. I will explain 
the depth and breadth of the kind of roles, skills and opportunities it is providing for Aboriginal people. Activities 
have included biodiversity monitoring and research, traditional knowledge transfer, fire management, cultural site 
management, feral animal and weed management, cultural awareness and immersion experiences for visitors, guided 
welcome to country tours and/or talks for visitors, and the management of visitors or tourists and tourism assets 
education programs and mentoring. The evaluation of the program so far has clearly shown that it is providing 
significant social, cultural and economic benefits for Aboriginal communities, which is contributing to improved 
community wellbeing and resilience, and building important leadership skills. At the election, the government 
committed another $50 million to expand this important Aboriginal ranger program. 

I was lucky enough to live in Fitzroy Crossing for three years in the 1990s when I teaching. It was truly three of 
the best years of my life. I want to share a couple of stories about the wonderful things that I experienced up there 
in gaining an understanding of Aboriginal people’s connection with country, but, before I do, I want to highlight 
a story that shows the continuing, I guess, disadvantage in housing, education and health outcomes for Aboriginal 
people and how we sometimes do not understand the complicated nature of the pressures and issues that Aboriginal 
people face. For the three years that I was in Fitzroy Crossing, I formed strong bonds with my Aboriginal students. 
During those three years, privately I was always frustrated—I never said anything to my students—when I saw 
Aboriginal women, the elders, go to the local roadhouse to purchase food for the kids at night, whether it was a tin of 
baked beans or other things. It would frustrate me no end because the prices they were paying at the roadhouse were 
outrageously different from the prices they would have paid if they had done their shopping at the supermarket during 
the day. I think there was some judgement related to that because I thought, “Why aren’t people thinking and making 
better use of their money?” In my second year, I had a conversation with my students about that, “Why aren’t your 
aunties and grandmothers doing their shopping during the day?” The kids looked at me as though I was one of the 
dumbest people in the world. They said, “But, miss, they wait until the men are drunk. They hide their money so 
that they can buy food during the evening.” I guess the reason I raise that is that we do not really appreciate the 
complexities of poverty, the social issues and the significant problems up there. We judge outwardly from our eyes 
without taking on board the reality of life for those people, the locals, and how they are best trying to manage what 
are dire circumstances in some families. That also extends to us not really appreciating how connected Aboriginal 
people are to their country and how unwavering that connection is to their local environment, and that is what 
sustains them and gets them through. 

My three years in Fitzroy Crossing were incredibly precious. I got to go out hunting with local Aboriginal people 
and I got to go out fishing, and I got shown up for not being as good a fisherwoman as the local Aboriginal women! 
The highlight for me was sitting on the bank of the Fitzroy River catching cherabin, which are freshwater prawns, 
in a more traditional way. The women would sit on the banks of the river cross-legged, and I would attempt that, 
and they would put a little bit of food between their toes and then wait for the cherabin to come and get it, and then 
they would grab it and throw it over their heads until they had enough for a feed, and that would be the end of the 
fishing session. Those kinds of experiences that I had have really shaped me into appreciating the very spiritual 
connection that they have with country. In a moment, if I get the opportunity, I will talk a little bit about some of the 
experiences I had at One Arm Point and James Price Point when I visited some Aboriginal communities there. 

Aboriginal people have taught me a lot. There was another occasion when we brought a group of Aboriginal students 
to Perth for a two-week camp. It was the very first time that those kids had ever been to Perth. We planned this 
most incredible itinerary of bells and whistles activities for them—Adventure World, a Tina Turner concert and 
a Wildcats basketball game. The kids told me that the highlights for them were feeding the swans by the lake, and 
observing their surroundings while we were on the bus in peak-hour traffic and then commenting, “Why is there only 
one whitefella in each car?” What I learnt from Aboriginal people has truly shaped me, and the more opportunities 
we can have for Western Australians to also have cultural experiences with Aboriginal people in their local communities, 
the more it will go towards dealing with a lot of the issues that we still have in our society. The Aboriginal ranger 
program and the Plan for Our Parks goes a long way towards addressing those things. 

I came back from the Kimberley as, as the member for Cottesloe would call me, a bit of an environmental warrior. 
But I am also a pragmatist and a realist. I am proud to be part of the McGowan Labor government that is making 
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the environment one of its key priorities. We have our first ever Minister for Hydrogen Industry and our first ever 
Minister for Climate Action. We are doing incredible things in the environment portfolio. 

I want to take a few moments to talk about the Plan for Our Parks. This, of course, is the McGowan government’s 
plan to create an additional five million hectares of new national and marine parks and reserves across WA, which 
will increase the conservation estate by 20 per cent. Of course, this includes the creation of the Houtman Abrolhos 
Islands National Park and the proposed Fitzroy River national park, which is very close to my heart. 
I apologise to the member for Kimberley, as I will not be able to pronounce correctly some of the names of these 
Indigenous groups, but I will read them into Hansard because Hansard will get them right. The Indigenous land use 
agreement with the Nganhurra Thanardi Garrbu Aboriginal Corporation for the Ningaloo coast reserves was the first 
Indigenous land use agreement registered under the Plan for Our Parks and is the culmination of many years of work 
to conserve and protect the Ningaloo coast. In addition, ILUAs have been agreed with the Bardi Jawi, Dambim — 
Ms D.G. D’Anna: Dambimangari. 
Ms S.E. WINTON: Thank you, member for Kimberley. ILUAs have been agreed with the Bardi Jawi, 
Dambimangari and Mayala native title holders for marine parks at the Buccaneer Archipelago and for the Bunuba 
and Gooniyandi portions—I know how to say those; they are Fitzroy mob—for the proposed Fitzroy River national 
park. These are significant milestones and mean that the proposed Buccaneer Archipelago marine parks and the 
Fitzroy River national park are one step closer to being created. Of course, the proposed Buccaneer Archipelago 
marine parks will be the first marine parks to be co-designed with traditional owners. 
[Member’s time extended.] 
Ms S.E. WINTON: Of course, this Plan for Our Parks fits perfectly with the ranger program. They coexist, in my 
eyes. We are providing more opportunities for traditional owners to jointly manage country and the economic, 
social and cultural benefits that that brings for Aboriginal people. 
I want to quickly mention an announcement that the Minister for Environment made last week about our plastic bans. 
It is absolutely fantastic that we are fast-tracking the single-use plastic ban, which will build on the lightweight-plastic 
ban of 2018 and, of course, the highly successful Containers for Change deposit scheme, which has seen—it is quite 
an extraordinary number—358 million beverage containers recycled and more than $1.46 million donated to charities 
and community groups since it was launched in October 2020. Importantly, the plan for plastic provides a road map 
towards a more sustainable plastic-free WA by implementing regulations to ban items in a two-stage approach. 
I will not go into the details of which plastic materials are going to be banned at which time. The minister has 
perfectly outlined that in the media and we are promoting that really well through Facebook.  
The bit that I want to highlight is the point in doing this. I see a nice segue to this important bill when we are 
talking about marine parks and Aboriginal people being not just joint custodians, but joint managers of marine 
parks. In 2018–19, a total of 3.4 million tonnes of plastic was used in Australia, generating about three million tonnes 
of plastic waste. It is estimated that eight million tonnes of plastic enters the oceans globally each year. Recent coastal 
debris collections identified that more than 75 per cent of rubbish collected at WA beaches was plastic. The 
announcement made by the minister about banning plastics is important all round, but it has particular impacts for 
our marine environment. 
The member for Moore alluded a little bit to the cultural and heritage significance and asked how we can identify 
that. I have learnt through my very privileged experiences while living in the Kimberley that the connection for 
Aboriginal people to the sea and the marine environment is unquestioned. In preparing for my speech, I wanted to 
try to describe that and I struggled a little bit, but I was really happy to find in my research the very important proposed 
Bardi Jawi marine park as part of the Plan for Our Parks. It is here that we can see the real, strong, uninterrupted 
and important connection that Aboriginal people have with not only the land, but also the sea. This joint management 
plan is an outstanding example of how we can have future marine parks that have Aboriginal people as joint organisers. 
In summary, I want to read from the plan so that we might better understand the historical and cultural significance 
of the sea to the Bardi Jawi people. It states — 

Bardi and Jawi people’s identity and existence is intimately connected to the sea. For Bardi and Jawi people, 
their Country is more than a simple geographic location, it includes all living things, incorporating people, 
plants, animals, seasons, stories, and spirits. It is both a place of belonging and a way of believing. In Bardi 
and Jawi belief, powerful and creative ancestral beings roamed the sea, creating islands, reefs, sandbanks 
and marine species which are recalled in songs and stories … Along with Galaloong, there are other 
ancestral Dreaming beings associated with Bardi and Jawi culture. One of them, Loolooloo, associated with 
saltwater, manifests as a shark that helps guide people if they are in trouble whilst travelling or hunting 
on Sea Country … 
… 
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The relationship between Bardi and Jawi people and Country is one of reciprocity and respect—Country 
sustains and provides for the people, and the people sustain and manage Country through culture and 
ceremony. Despite the many challenges and changes that Bardi and Jawi people have faced, they have 
maintained their strong connection to Country and their story is one of resilience, adaptation and survival. 

Members, the Dampier Peninsula is my favourite place in the world, particularly James Price Point. I am delighted 
that through this bill we are finally acknowledging and, very importantly, putting a fourth purpose into the management 
of marine parks, and that of course revolves around the recognition of the cultural heritage of Aboriginal people 
to the sea and marine life in Australia. 
MR D.A.E. SCAIFE (Cockburn) [12.41 pm]: I am very pleased to rise today to support the Conservation and 
Land Management Amendment Bill 2021. I am not so pleased, of course, to be following the member for Wanneroo, 
who is such an experienced storyteller in this place, a veteran and now parliamentary secretary, but I will certainly 
do my best to speak to a significant bill that makes very important changes to the Conservation and Land Management 
Act 1984, otherwise known as the CALM act. Those changes, as the member for Wanneroo pointed to, particularly 
concern the joint vesting of marine parks with traditional owners and their representative bodies. 
The starting point is to consider how this bill is consistent with the state government’s Plan for Our Parks, which is 
a very significant program that has been rolled out by the McGowan Labor government. The CALM act was amended 
in 2015 to enable joint vesting of terrestrial reserves—national parks, nature reserves and conservation parks—
between the Conservation and Parks Commission and an Aboriginal body corporate. To that extent, I acknowledge 
the bipartisanship that has existed on this issue, as it was the former coalition government that first made those 
amendments to the CALM act. We are carrying on that work in the context of the state government’s commitment to 
the Plan for Our Parks. I want to congratulate the new Minister for Environment for bringing this bill back to this place 
in this Parliament and reintroducing it as a priority. That is partly because it delivers on an election commitment of the 
Labor Party, but it has its foundations in the platform of the WA Labor Party as well. It is worth noting that in 2017, the 
WA Labor platform identified this deficiency under the previous amendments to the CALM act in that joint vesting 
was available for terrestrial reserves but not for marine parks and reserves. The WA Labor platform in 2017 said — 

WA Labor recognises the importance of Sea Country to Aboriginal people and will amend the CALM Act 
to allow for the Joint Vesting of marine parks with Traditional Owners. New marine parks will be joint 
managed with Traditional Owners. 

We are delivering on that policy and election commitment. Today, I will speak to the background of that policy 
and election commitment in respect of the Plan for Our Parks, its significance to my local community in Cockburn 
and engagement with traditional owners. 
In February 2019, the then Minister for Environment, Hon Stephen Dawson, announced the Plan for Our Parks 
with the Premier. The purpose of that plan is to protect an additional five million hectares of national marine parks 
and reserves within five years from when it was announced, from 2019 to 2024. The point of that plan is to increase 
the conservation estate by 20 per cent. It is the largest single increase in the conservation estate of Western Australia 
ever announced. That plan is also a whole-of-government initiative; it makes it clear that this is something that 
requires multiagency oversight by not just the departments and portfolios for which the Minister for Environment 
is responsible, but also those of the Ministers for Aboriginal Affairs, Mines and Petroleum, and Fisheries. In his 
contribution, the member for Moore pointed to the way in which the amendments to the CALM act could have 
impacts on activities such as recreational and commercial fishing, as well as other activities. I will take the opportunity 
later to make some comments on those points, because it is true that these amendments take a whole-of-government 
approach and have purposes that interact with other activities, such as mining or fisheries. There is an overlap and 
an impact, and the legislative framework—I know that the minister is cognisant of this—is drafted in a way to allow 
for those concerns to be taken into consideration, but I will deal with that later. 
A criticism made by the Liberal Party when the Plan for Our Parks was announced in 2019 was to the effect that 
the announcement was simply recycling other commitments that had previously been made. I want to address that, 
because I think that criticism misunderstands that the Plan for Our Parks is not merely the sum of its parts or 
a collection of announcements. There are three important ways in which announcing the Plan for Our Parks took 
some past commitments or intentions and packaged them up into what is really a very important plan. 
The first of those is that the Plan for Our Parks made clear the government’s intention. It was the creation of 
a comprehensive plan for our conservation estate as a whole. In that sense, one of the issues that we have always had 
to deal with in preserving our conservation estate has been fragmentation of that estate. Having a comprehensive 
plan rather than an ad hoc approach to creating national parks or reserves means that further fragmentation of our 
natural environment can, to the greatest extent possible, be avoided. 
The second important way that the package changed the agenda of the government in this area is that it made it 
the expansion of our conservation estate a priority of this Labor government. Some proposals for parks and reserves 
have languished for many years. For example, Houtman Abrolhos Islands National Park has been discussed for many 
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years by governments of different stripes, and certainly was talked about by the previous coalition government, 
but was never delivered. That was the first national park established under the Plan for Our Parks. That speaks to the 
way in which the bringing together of the plan has reprioritised the expansion and protection of Western Australia’s 
conservation estate. 
The final sense in which the Plan for Our Parks is not merely the sum of its parts is the way in which the plan was 
drawn up to link the preservation of our conservation estate with self-determination for traditional owners. Much of 
Western Australia’s conservation estate is significant to traditional owners. It often falls within either existing or 
perhaps disputed native title areas. It is important that those traditional owners have real input and control over 
country. This bill continues the work of joint vesting of the conservation estate by extending that joint vesting process 
to marine parks, recognising, as I said earlier, that both land and sea country is significant to those traditional owners. 
I would now like to turn to how the Plan for our Parks is significant to my local community in Cockburn. Part of that 
plan was the creation of Beeliar Regional Park. Those wetlands are obviously a major asset to my community in 
the southern suburbs, including for exercise. I take my dog for a walk around Manning Park. I was out there a few 
weeks ago with the member for Fremantle and the “first dog” of Fremantle, Doug. 
Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
[Continued on page 1727.] 
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